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President’s Message
Trick or Treat! And we have been having a real treat lately
with good visibility in our local waters, as well as some
unexpectedly mild and sunny and mild fall days recently. In
fact, for the first time in my, admittedly limited, experience of
the event the annual Underwater Pumpkin Carving contest
was not plagued by high seas, rain and wind. The 8 scuba
divers, bundled up in dry-suits and the one free-diving
swimmer (in only a speedo) were able to enjoy clear, calm
conditions for creating their spooky masterpieces. The
underwater techniques used, as well as the artistic results,
are captured in a video created by Marker Buoy member,
Todd Olsen and can be viewed at https://youtu.be/
horc9x0l768.
October also saw our members participating in the Seattle Aquarium’s Giant Pacific Octopus
census. Our members got out on shore dives and on boat dives, looking for and counting
octopuses to contribute, as citizen scientists, to this annual event. We had been fortunate to
have Tim Carpenter from the Seattle Aquarium at our September monthly meeting provide
information about the event. He also shared a wealth of fascinating facts about these amazing
cephalopods.
Our good fortune in program presenters with unique, in-depth expertise of marine life continued in October. Karin Fletcher, a Marker Buoy member, impressed us with a detailed and
expansive presentation on distinguishing features of commonly encountered Nudibranchs seen
in our waters.

You can download her presentation from the following link:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/u2l1ier0my5da6v/PNW%20Nudibranch%20Identification%
20v2.pdf?dl=1
Speaking of fun, even as the Pacific Northwest fall and winter greyness and gloom begin to
settle in, we can look forward to bright times and activities together. Our November monthly
meeting is a “members-exclusive scuba gear swap meet”. We hope that used but still useful
gear will find a welcome home with other members, who are seeking to create or expand their
dive equipment collection. And that this will get more of us into the water together.
You are part of a warm and welcoming community of divers. In fact, you and 221 other people
are currently Marker Buoy members. Our renewal requests are going to be sent out in the next
month or so. January is the start of the new membership year. We hope that you are getting
what you want from the Club – and always welcome hearing from you on what we can do more
of, do better, or do differently.
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December 6th is our “All of the Holidays Party” of 2017 for feasting, fun, festivities, and friends.
Stay tuned for more details. It’s a time to celebrate the season and to celebrate what diving
does for us, individually and together.
See you underwater…..I hope!

Myra Wisotzky
President,
Marker Buoy Dive Club
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Cover Photo
Taken by: Fritz Merkel
Subject and Location: Harbor Seal at Day Island
Camera: Olympus EPL-3
Settings: F5, 1/125, ISO-400
Strobes: Sea&Sea YS-D2 and Sea&Sea YS-02 Strobes

New Members
Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the region.
Jonathan Hollander

Tina Angerer

Lorna Schripsema

David Andrew

Dennis Dooley

As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all
experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. The
meeting is a great opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting speakers,
and get into the swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site.
First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center.
• If you get 6 Club members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of your
choice.
•

That’s almost $100 for very little work, but lots of fun. Everybody wins!

November Monthly Meeting
November 1, 2017
Sunset Hill Community Center
It’s finally here, The Marker Buoy Dive Equipment Swap. If you are looking for dive
equipment or looking to sell dive equipment that you have to finally admit you don’t need anymore, this is the place to be. There aren’t many opportunities like this any more. Buyers will be
able to go to one place, see and touch the items, and find so many deals. Seller will have an
opportunity to help another diver get the equipment they need. For all the details, see page 6
(next page).
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Upcoming Club Events
Marker Buoy Dive Club Dive Gear “Swap Meet”
November 1, 2017 at the Sunset Hill Community Center
Instead of our regular meeting, we’re having a Marker Buoy Scuba Gear “Swap Meet”.
This is an opportunity for members to sell dive gear that they are no longer using to other club
members. The items should be functional, in good condition and of value to other divers.
How will it work? We hope as simply as possible. Here’s the general plan with more to follow
on Meetup and by email.
Sellers: Let people know what you plan to bring and sell by posting it in the newly created
Message Board Forum “November 1, 2017 Swap Meet”. A list of categories is provided on
the next page to help organize the listings.
Buyers: Have a look at what’s listed in the Swap Meet forum of the message board! If you
don’t see what you’re looking for ask a question. It may inspire someone to add to their listing!
Payment is solely between the buyer and seller. The club bears no responsibility for
transactions.
The Club will provide snack food/finger food at the event. Feel free to BYOB.

The general time frame at the event is:
6:15 pm:

Set up for sellers
Tables will be provided for you to put out your items. Please mark your item
with the asking price. We’ll provide tape to mark/split space on shared tables.

7:00 – 8:30: Browse, shop, eat, drink and socialize
8:30 – 9:00: Break down and close up shop
This is a first-time for this event so if you have questions or suggestions, post them in the
Swap Meet Forum of the Message Board so that and the answers can be seen by everyone.
If it works well, we may offer this event again in 2018, based on what we learn from this time
around.
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Suggested information to provide in the Meetup Message Board Forum “November 1 Swap Meet”
Name:
Items you are planning to sell at the November 1, 2017 Swap meet.
Category

Size
(specify
M, F or
unisex)

Description

Asking
price

Fins

Mask
BCD
Tank
Weights
Wetsuit
Drysuit
Undergarment
Boots
Hood
Computer
Camera equipment

Spool or reel
SMB
Other
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Comment

Highlights of the Annual
Pumpkin Carving Contest
Photos by Myra Wisotzky
On Saturday October 28th a hardy group of Marker Buoy Dive Club and Boeing Seahorse Dive
Club members converged at the Alki Bathhouse Park in West Seattle. A first this year was that
one of the swimmers that have taunted us the last few years actually joined us in carving a
pumpkin.
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Our first Free diver
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Thanks for the sponsorship from:
•Starbucks
•Evergreen Dive Service
•TL Sea Diving
•Lighthouse Diving Center
•Seasoft Scuba
•Boeing Seahorse Dive Club
•Marker Buoy Dive Club

Free-diving swimmer
Andrew Malinak
Shore support
Brian Heath
LaRae Heath
Andrea Naert
Myra Wisotzky

Divers
Brad Redmond
Randy Pederson
Dave Wakely
Cameron Birge
Colin Peterson
Joan Hansen
Dave Ballard
Todd Olsen
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What I’ve Learned So Far
By Ron Richardson

Phot by Steve Kalilimoku

On August 5th I completed my fourth dive and got my open water certification from PADI. As
of today, September 28th, I just finished my 30th dive. For your entertainment here are the
things I think I’ve learned after 26 dives outside of a classroom setting.
Poo is going to happen
Over those 30 dives I’ve had to abort one dive (my first, a story for another day), I’ve had
diving buddies that had to abort two, a strange failure of a rental regulator, failed O rings that
had to be replaced, leaking low pressure hoses that had to be tightened, a battery go out on
my dive computer, and a weight pouch escape from my BCD. There is just too much gear,
and it’s too particular, for everything to be smooth every dive.
Poo is OK
But, even in the presence of poo, diving is diving. Even on the most problem-plagued dives I
have had, I left the water grinning ear to ear. Having lived in the Seattle area for about 30
years, I’ve always looked at the water and then looked away to swallow my resentment at its
temperature. Like the fox who decided he never wanted those grapes anyway, I would swear
that I didn’t really want to go swimming in it, for all that I grew up a water baby and love
snorkeling, river swimming, and boating. Now that I can enter our chilly Puget Sound Waters,
I no longer have to endure that resentment and so every dive is a good dive.

The water doesn’t love me back
The sense of comfort and joy I feel while underwater is wonderful and a touch dangerous. It is
easy to forget that there is real risk in being in 40 fsw for all that it immediately feels nothing
but fantastic. Based on my experience in martial arts, it’s often the beginners that either get
hurt, or get the more experienced folk hurt. For all that I want to keep that beginner’s
enthusiasm, I also want to remember that the sea doesn’t love me back and will, in
the face of a mistake, ruin my day in a flash.

Diving with photographers is great!
I used to run a video production company and still produce video content for clients from time to
time. I’ve spent my fair share of time as a camera jockey, enough to be mildly competent, to be
able to recognize true skill in others, and to know that I don’t want to live behind a lens. While I
may very well, someday, get a camera, I don’t know how much I’ll spend on it or how fancy it will
be. But I do love diving with photographers! They do all the work of taking the pictures and, when
they share them after the dive, I can put them into my dive log for the memories without having
had to take a single image! When they stop and spotlight an area I know to look for something
interesting, and they don’t mind if I’m moving slowly while looking for things.

Aquatic Wildlife is different
I know, I know, that seems obvious. But I’m talking about the lack of fear of humans in the
animals found underwater. As a hunter and amateur biologist, I’m always happy to spot
whatever local animals I can, and I’m used to just catching a glimpse of a bunny, say, at 25
yards as it bolts away from me. But, many of the fish underwater will let me get to within inches
of them. They look back at me with what I can only imagine mirrors my own curiosity. From the
vibrant colors to the lack of inherent fear of humans, my itch to look at wildlife is
scratched in a way underwater that it never has been on land.
Divers are different
Like Groucho Marx, for the most part I’d never be a member of a club that would have me. I get
allergic around fraternal organizations, and most often feel the odd person out. But not around
divers. The raconteurs remind me of theatre people, the conversations are smart and range from
diving to, well, diving. OK, that’s not true as we talked about all kinds of other things as well, but
the point is that the divers I’ve met so far have all strongly tended to be smart, fun people who
had stories to trade and were more than happy to share their time and experience with a new
diver. Thank you all for making me feel welcome and extending your wisdom to this beginner.
Here’s to the next 30 dives!
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Of Brittle Stars and Sea Bass
By Jen Vanderhoof
In late September I took my third multi-day trip in the Channel Islands, California. This most
recent trip was my shortest at only 3 days. Gale-force winds restricted our travels pretty
severely. We spent the first 2 days on the south side of Santa Cruz Island (hiding from the
wind). In those 2 days, a total of 9 dives were offered. Our third day included 3 dives off
Anacapa Island.

We were told that we’d be going to sites on day 2 where we might see giant black sea
bass. So it was a complete surprise when I saw one – my very first – on the final dive of
day 1. As a person who feels like she is always the one looking at an anemone when
everyone else sees the shark swim over me, I was pretty excited. And this one came
around twice (I assume it was the same one twice, but it might have been two). These fish
are big – they can get up to 7 feet or more in length and many hundreds of pounds (500800, depending on what your read). They had been nearly fished to extinction by the
1980s. Now fishing for them is illegal and populations are reportedly slowly rebounding, but
seeing one still seemed an impossible dream. My first ever giant black sea bass was
smaller at around 3 or 4 feet long – someone saw spots on the photo I took and said that
means it’s still a juvenile.

Both times I saw it I had been
looking down photographing
something (probably an anemone) for an extended period of
time. Both times, I looked up
and the sea bass immediately
turned and swam away. It was
as if it was so curious what I
was up to, but too shy to ask. I
grabbed a snapshot for proof
as the big fish was swimming
away.

Day 2 for me was fairly typical of Santa Cruz Island: garibaldi, sheephead, kelp, Spanish
Shawl nudibranchs, tons of sea hares, California two-spot octopuses, and several cow
rays. No sea bass for me.
Our first dive of the third and final day, at Anacapa, I dropped and immediately swam out in
the sand to see if I could spot any bat rays or angel sharks. Nothing but sand. Then I
noticed the bottom looked different up ahead so I went to inspect. It was a carpeting of
spiny brittle stars. It turns out that since the early 1990s, these colorful relatives of our bland
brown brittle stars have been invading all around Anacapa. These brittle stars are a deepwater denizen, but apparently overfishing in the area has affected the predator-prey
relationships of these animals, and they have moved up and taken over.
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I thought I would practice my close-up wide-angle lighting, spiny brittle stars in the
foreground and an imaginary scene in the background, which was actually just blue-green
water and nothing else. I blew through 25 shots: snap, adjust strobes, snap, adjust strobes,
repeat repeat, etc.

After making every possible adjustment I could think of, I finally got the lighting I wanted, or
at least acceptable. As if on cue, at that exact moment, just after snapping only a single
frame with good light, as I was examining the results on my camera and therefore looking
down, out of the top of my mask I detected a large dark shape swimming towards me. I
knew immediately what it was. And I didn’t want to spook it prematurely by making eye
contact. So I waited a beat before looking up and snapping the shot.
It worked! The amateur photographer who is
far better at gathering backscatter than lighting a large animal on the move got what
appeared in my tiny screen to be a decent
photo of a giant black sea bass – with brittle
stars in the foreground.
For our second dive, we were going to one
particular site that was known to have giant
black sea bass. When we arrived, one of the
crew dropped down to check conditions and
said he saw 6 or 7. As the last person in the
water I figured they’d have all spooked by
the time I got there. I occupied myself photographing boulders covered in spiny brittle
stars, occasional gorgonian corals, and a
lovely
octopus,
when
I
was
surprised to see a sea bass swimming
towards me, maybe half way through the dive. I was a little too excited and fired too
soon so that when it did get close to me, my
strobes hadn’t had a chance to recharge. By
the time they did, it was swimming away.
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I mused that a direct head-on shot would be the money shot. There was no way I’d see another giant sea bass now that I had it all figured out. But if I did, I would be patient and get
the perfect head-on photo. Amazingly, just before I was going to ascend, I took a look
around, and heading directly towards me was the biggest of the sea basses I had seen on
the trip – maybe 6 feet long. And it was coming at me. I waited patiently, wide angle gear in
hand, strobes in a good position and fully charged. And then – right as it got to me – I
waited a half-second too long, and it started to turn – snap!

It turns out that three days in the Channel Islands, while being a lot better than nothing,
really is not enough. I went on this trip hoping to see lots of different nudibranchs and
macro life. Instead the biggest treats were megafauna (and macro life in the billions, which
is effectively megafauna). Next time I go, I will be definitively in search of more sea bass for
that elusive perfect photo… I’ll end up seeing nudibranchs and fringeheads.
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19 Days Belize Scuba
Ambergris Caye and Caye Caulker
By Ron Wilkinson October 26, 2017

Ambergris Caye
Research on reported excellent scuba in Belize discusses venues in the south, north and
central coast regions of the country. My two legs were north and central. The southern area,
diving out of Placencia, is known for whale sharks, especially March-June. That will be another
trip.
Belize is graced with a beautiful barrier reef that runs 200 miles north to Cozumel, and the
second longest in the world. Compared to the Mexico experience, Belize is much more
relaxed. The plethora of dive shops offer many choices but also demand some study up front.
Delta got my business on this one, flying over night to Atlanta and arriving 11am in Belize City.
Comfort Plus was a disappointment, same service as the rest of economy (but more leg room),
but Sky Miles covered the flight so it was a worthwhile experiment. The Mayan Island Air flight
from the airport to San Pedro in Ambergris Caye is fun and convenient. Costs about $80 (not
much more than taxi-bus-water taxi) but avoids the bus/taxi to the ferry terminal and long boat
ride.
There are lots of scuba services on Ambergris. I checked several and ended up with White
Sands Dive Shop (http://whitesandsdiveshop.com/). Americano Elbert Greer runs the shop and
all dives are with Belizean dive leaders. They do custom, small group dives and big gigs for
wedding parties and such. A captain picked me up by boat at my hotel and we dove rain or
shine, 2-4 dives each day. It was just at the end of the hurricane season so we had a couple
rough days. Dive boats are small 6-packs with little cover but the captains and dive leaders
knew the water intimately so no worries. We returned to the shop between AM and PM dives
for food-truck lunch (or you can bring your own and store it in their reefer). Water clarity is
excellent.
There are dozens of dive sites off the east coast of Ambergris, all have nurse sharks and some
reef sharks, plus too many fish to name. The best part is the large swim-through coral
formations. All the usual schooling critters, plus the ubiquitous lion fish. One of my guides was
expert at spearing them with a small elastic band spear. He would feed them to a nurse shark
he had befriended, who followed us like a dog. He showed how to strip off the spines under
water and take home a tasty meal. Turtles, rays and eels round out the experience.
This dive shop feels like home, with the dive leaders coaching their kids during lunch. Elbert
and the office staff are the friendliest you will ever see. The cost of about 20 dives was a very
modest $40/dive including tax and equipment (reserve in advance for lowest price). Half of my
dives were alone with the leader or with 1-2 others. Luxurious service.
I stayed in the Spindrift hotel, modestly priced at $65/night. It is in the center of town and
turned out to be too noisy for me. Night clubs with loud music until late. Great if you like that
stuff, Chicken Drop gambling and the whole nine yards. Right on the beach so no AC, which
was fine. The beaches are 100% public, so you can walk for miles. My next trip will be with a
hotel farther out of town.
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Ambergris Caye Pictures

My Maya Island Air commuter plane from Belize City to San Pedro.

Belize City immediately after takeoff.
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Landing in San Pedro, Caye Ambergris, on single engine Mayan Island Air plane.

Spindrift hotel on the beach in San Pedro. Chicken Drop gambling next door.
White Sands Dive pickup on the dock each morning.
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Hurricane Earl causality on Ambergris. That is a marine toilet in the middle of the boat.
I would not have wanted to have been sitting on it when the hurricane hit.

Bike friendly dock for morning fishing. Hope those guys can swim.
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White Sands Dive Service dock, Caye Ambergris.

Lion fish dinner at White Sands Dive service.
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Caye Caulker
The planned 20-mile air flight south to Caye Caulker lost out to the convenient, fast and cheap
water taxi ($15). Caulker is unique, no paved streets and lots of fun and inexpensive street
food. Maybe like Cancun pre-WWII. The Caye is a destination for Euro student travelers and
newlyweds, like their Fort Lauderdale, but very civilized. Bars are quiet, and there are no noisy
clubs. My stay included watching the Nov. 8 presidential election in a bar with a crowd of
mostly Euros. Very fun despite the results.
Consistent with the scene, my lodging was at Yuma’s House hiker’s hostel run by German
Susanne Michelus. Identical to Euro hostels, complete with shared bathrooms and drying
clothing hanging everywhere, it makes even the most jaded traveler feel young again. Steps
from the water taxi dock, it has chess boards, games, good security with 24-hour watchman
and travel stories from all over the world. Single rooms are small and spartan but quite
practical. No AC but location right on the beach. Other hotels in town offer better rooms but no
cooking facilities (or travel stories) for the same price, about $35/night.
http://www.yumashousebelize.com
Caulker is a relatively close kick-off for day trips to Lighthouse Reef and the Blue Hole. Belize
Diving services (http://belizedivingservices.net ) provides a 2-3 hour ride on a larger dive boat
(15 divers) with comfortable seats and good cover. The 130’ deep dive into the Hole is followed
by lunch and two shallower PM dives. The deep dive reveals giant stalactites coupled with
some coral, flora and sea life, but it is not a coral reef. Fun to see but once is enough,
especially considering the boat trip, expense, minimal bottom time and many other divers.
Other destinations from Caulker are on the Turniff Atoll. More interesting than the Blue Hole, it
features shallower dives, longer dive times and shorter boat rides. Great coral formations,
schooling fish, turtles, rays, eels and sharks. Lighthouse/Turniff are more expensive days trips
of $200 to $250 for 3-tank dives, plus permits, equipment and tax. Packages reserved in
advance bring those prices down, but the price/dive was still double the Ambergris Caye dives,
and featured less coral and creatures. I will probably go back to Ambergris, but not the Blue
Hole area.
Turniff/Lighthouse has good liveaboard potential since it’s 80 miles from land. Diving from the
boat would allow early morning dives that would avoid the crowds and take advantage of
pristine water clarity. Also, there are resorts in the area but, as one would expect, they are
quite expensive.
The $80 flight from Caulker to the Belize City airport is quite fun, and sidesteps the bus/taxi to
the airport from the water taxi dock. Best of all, you get to wait in the Caulker airport terminal, a
two room shack that looks like it was built when Hemingway was smuggling guns in Spain. If
the best diving is off Ambergris, Caulker is a priceless travel experience.
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Caye Caulker Pictures

Water taxi runs between all of the islands/cayes and Belize City. Rainy day at the end of
hurricane season.

Caye Caulker main street. No pavement, it is all sand. The beer is terrible
but there are all the cold coconuts you want.
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Yuma’s hostel. Owner Susanne (German), unreformed hippie,
runs the place with an iron conch shell.

Boat to Blue Hole 3-tank dive day.
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Caye Caulker docks.

Caye Caulker Airport terminal. No cars on CC, golf cart on right is standard
transportation. Don’t even ask for the first class lounge.
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Sore Upper Back and Shoulders after Diving?
Sore Upper Back and Shoulders after Diving?
The weight of scuba tanks can create discomfort in our upper back and shoulders after diving.
This is especially true if you have a long walk with the tanks on. I have three favorite remedies
for this post-diving issue.
The Upper Traps
The area that I am specifically referring to for this article is your upper part of the trapezius
muscle, or upper traps. I am acutely aware of this muscle as I sit here writing this article
because it is one of my nemeses.
The trapezius muscle is a big muscle that is divided into three parts: upper, middle and lower.
When you see someone shrugging their shoulders
all the time when they are stressed, lifting weights
with poor form, or sitting at their computer, these are
the culprits.
The upper traps are a common spot for “knots” or
“trigger points”.
The big lump that you feel
radiating pain or a burning discomfort is what I am
referring to.
Here are a couple of exercises and stretches to help
you get through the long computer nights or that Sunrise walk with twin hundreds, scooter, oh,
and your camera.
Foam Roller
Supporting your head with your hands, lie across a foam roller with the roller under your upper
back. Roll your body back and forth on the roller, focusing on the area of your upper back.
When you find that knot or trigger point, stay
there and work that area. Ideally, you want
that trigger point to soften. Applying a little
heat first can be helpful.

Tennis Ball or Lacrosse Ball
This is best done at the wall. Either ball works, but the Lacrosse ball is firmer than a tennis ball.
Place the ball at the spot in your upper back/back of shoulders where you feel the tension. With
firm pressure, move your body against the ball side to side over that area.
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You might feel some big “bumps” in the roll. Keep at it so that the knot in the trapezius can
soften.

Upper Trap Stretches
This first stretch is easy to do anywhere, even standing,
although it is best done sitting in a chair. While sitting in a
chair, reach your left ear toward your left shoulder and pull
up on the chair with your right arm. This will stretch the
right side of your neck and upper trap muscle.
You can also turn your head to look down toward that
shoulder.
Repeat on the other side. Hold for 10-30 seconds, while
taking a nice deep breath.

The second stretch is essentially the same arms as in
“Eagle” pose in yoga. Cross one arm over the other and
bring your palms together. Repeat crossing the other arm
over first. Trust me, this stretch feels great!

Enjoy
I hope that these techniques help you to relieve the discomfort in your upper traps. Most of us
have this at some time, simply as a byproduct of work or play.
Sue Bream is an ACSM and ACE certified Personal Trainer, certified Pilates instructor, ACE
certified Health Coach, as well as avid scuba diver.
Questions?
Email her at
sue@suebreamfitness.com.
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Shooting Gallery
Photos by Jen Vanderhoof
Camera: Olympus OMDEM5
Lighting: Sea & Sea YS-90,
Sea & Sea YS-D1 strobes
Editing: Adobe Lightroom
Setting: f 10. 1/80th, ISO
400
Subject: Horned Shark

Camera: Olympus OMDEM5
Lighting: Sea & Sea YS90, Sea & Sea YS-D1
strobes
Editing: Adobe Lightroom
Settings: f 7.1, 1/100th,
ISO 400
Subject: Bat Ray with
Sheepheads
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Camera: Olympus OMD-EM5; Lighting: Sea & Sea YS-90, Sea & Sea YS-D1 strobes ;Editing: Adobe
Lightroom; Settings: 10, 1/160th, ISO 400 ; Subject: Spanish Shawl

Camera: Olympus OMD-EM5; Lighting: Sea & Sea YS-90, Sea & Sea YS-D1 strobes ;Editing: Adobe
Lightroom; Settings: f 8, 1/125th, ISO 400 ; Subject: Two Spot Octopus
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is over 200. Our members include some that are new to diving or to
the Seattle area as well as those with over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives
of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of
interest to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each
year, dive planning parties, an annual picnic, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
Diver’s Education

Weight Belt Replacement Policy

The club will reimburse members $15 for
successful
completion
of
advanced
certification courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3
reimbursements per club member per
calendar year.
Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master,
instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial
First
Aid
&
CPR
(non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to David Riley, Treasurer, for your
reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency
during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is
for replacement cost of all items ditched and not
recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

Meet Up/ Marker Buoys
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or
directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters:
http://www.meetup.com/Marker-Buoy-Dive-Club/

Sponsor a Dive, Earn an Air Card
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits currently with Fritz Merkel and Steve Kalilimoku.
To request an air card, complete the
“Dive Host Air Card Request Form” and submit it
to the Treasurer, Dave Riley.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years
or older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome
on club dives if a parent is a club member and
comes as their buddy.

Marker Buoy 2017 Board
President: Myra Wisotzky

Treasurer: Joan Hansen

Webmaster: Dave Ballard

Vice President: Steve Kalilimoku
Secretary: Justin McClellan

Programs: David Riley
Newsletter: Joyce Merkel

Event Director: Andrea Naert
Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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